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Quotes then asks a reader: 
 
RQC  =  Reader Question Comment 
  C     =  The Committee 
  Y     =  Yours truly, not The Committee 
 
RQC: "Mars was the scene of interplanetary conflict, what human might call territorial wars 
between ET civilizations." This both surprises and troubles me: maybe I idealized too much the 
extraterrestrial civilizations, but I supposed that those able to travel so far were also beyond 
such petty things as war for the territory. 
 
Y: We don’t know why the conflict happened; what were the arguments, disputes or 
controversies. Having a crop destroyed because of reluctance to engage in the petty pastime of 
shooting wild hogs?  
 
RQC: Is not true that scarcity does not really exist? Are not in the galaxy uncountable 
uninhabited planets available? 
C: Scarcity of physical materials, objects and services between humans is indeed an illusion 
but is also a reality for many humans. You have incarnated to choose the illusion, in order to 
also have the choice, ability and option to change the illusion all before you as reality, thus it is 
reality. In the context of human life however beyond your physical body’s environment, scarcity 
does not exist.  
 
Yes, the number of uninhabited planets if your galaxy is huge, but they could be counted. 
 
RQC: Going to an annihilation war for the possession of Martian land seems just stupid to the 
extreme. What were the real reasons of this war? 
C: As are human wars, but for the benefits of victory and relief the endings give. The 
reasons for the conflicts, plural say we for many occurred to larger or smaller degrees, was to 
use Mars as a landing zone, storage area and basis or base of operations. Many a human have 
speculated and mentioned extraterrestrial bases on the far or unseen-from-Earth side of Earth’s 
satellite. Base mean fixed area of operations with permanent infrastructure; your satellite or 
Moon as it is named, is no more than a temporary landing pad, barren airfield of sorts, a naked 
airstrip. No infrastructure, permanent or temporary, has been installed by Visitors To Earth, 
and/or to your solar system, on The Moon as humans call it in English. 
 
The Mars surface temperature variations, absent magnetism, extremely thin atmosphere, 
location and stable surface environment compared to Venus, Mercury, Earth, Jupiter and 
Saturn, in addition to Mars’ nearly identical rotation speed, absence of  perils and troubles 
surface water creates, presents & offers, make it ideal for establishment of longer term use 
infrastructure. 
 
The purpose of such bases is to explore the solar system and star luster and sector. Your planets 
are an uncommon mixture of environments and geology, rarely found in yours or any galaxy. 
RQC: Many artifacts, several inscriptions and stone carvings in particular, are very similar to 
Mayan/Aztecs one. Is it by chance, or do the people of this lost civilizations had an influence on 



terran civilizations as well? Some other carvings seem just arabic digits we currently use to write 
numbers: but we invented them just a couple thousands year ago... how it is possible? 
C: This would be evidence of the interactions between Visitors To Earth and the Mayan 
civilization, a concept to be heavily disbelieved because of no proof as humans would say.  
 
Humans have not or did not invent what are now called Arabic digits, but how these numeric 
symbols came to be used is a belief we need not displace because it does not matter what 
humans believe.  
 
We offer what happened and human may believe what each and any one of you chooses, no 
negative effect derives from any choice about this.   
 
Writing is universal where language of any type is or was used. Numbers are better abbreviated, 
as the Romans demonstrated. Four can be written abbreviated or not, but five through greater 
are always. Cumbersome calculations are simplified with single character symbols.  
 
RQC: Do these civilizations reach a peace deal after this conflict, or just one destroyed the 
other, or both? Or are they just still at war? 
C: The planet you now call Mars was abandoned, the old conflict was centered around your 
solar system or planet group and its central star. Earth offered no value if touched, so the 
ancient conflict was gone long before dinosaurs were planted upon Earth. The previously at war 
civilizations do not exist. These two have no name, one hails from the neighbor galaxy humans 
call Andromeda. 
 
RQC: On Mars, it seems that they just made mars more inhospitable than before: I fear that 
the high level of radiation on surface that still poison mars is just the remnant of nuclear bombs 
used in the past... Could it be? 
C: No, the planet was already a barren place when visitors began to argue about its control. 
Nuclear weaponry was not used, it is quite crude and inefficient as a massive weapon, much as 
this might seem otherwise to humans. Even if nuclear weapons had been used on Mars, no 
remnants as seen would remain. 
 
To answer your questions about remnants, true weaponry disables or eliminates the physical 
being of an adversary. If this can be achieved, physical weapons are largely useless. Remote 
control devices are easy to stop. True effectiveness with weaponry across interstellar travel 
capable civilizations focus almost solely on disabling the beings in command. 
 
RQC: Do these two (or more) civilizations still live on other systems?  
C: Yes.  
 
RQC: Or do they just transfer on Earth as survivors of the Martian tragedy, explaining the 
similarities in stone carvings? 
C: No. The similarities are the result of contacts, interactions and activities resulting. 
 
RQC: It seems that the past of our system conceals a lot of surprises, indeed... 
C: Surprises are just assumptions explained. 
 
RQC: When did this conflict occur? 
C: In Earth years, beginning millions ago of laps around your central star. The civilizations 
have interacted with Earth many times since; the conflict over the planet did and has NOT 



stopped any peaceful, non-interfering visitors from coming. 
 
RQC: I have read about the 1561 celestial phenomenon over Nuremberg. Could this be a 
similar conflict? 
C: No.  
 
RQC: Laser beams? Copied from ET technology? Speed of Mach 5 and even 10? Satellites using 
encryption to direct drones? 
C: Some yes others no, often developed from things learned from extraterrestrial devices. 
 
RQC: Has anyone seen the videos of the Maui fires? A grass fire melting aluminum and glass? 
Y: Burning grass and wood can reach temperatures sufficiently high to soften aluminum. 
Glass requires higher temperatures but where glass is found are buildings, filled with plastic and 
other materials made from hydrocarbons. These materials burn very hot and can quickly and 
easily soften glass. 
 
RQC: Why think about wars on Mars when we can talk about what’s happening now? 
Y: We can consider many things simultaneously, and enjoy distractions and study not 
related to current events. Speaking of what’s happening, do you have specific questions about 
what’s going down about now?  
 
RQC: There is numerous reference to sky-war (aka star war) in folklore (or fairy tales) across 
different cultures depicting ancient battle in the sky. The inter-galactic conflict was probably not 
just confined to Mars, but probably to Earth. 
C: Not Earth but what else you say is accurate. 
 
RQC: The sad part is that it may not be possible for different species of different planets 
working jointly on any spacecraft, because of the vastly difference in size and environmental 
requirements.  
C: To the contrary, such coordinated development and deployment has happen across your 
galaxy many a time. Distances and environments are a factor but not fatal barriers or obstacles.  
 
RQC: Alas, Starship Enterprise will always remain a dream (unless all species of different 
planets are similar in size, bi-ceps, carbon-based, and speak American English). 
C: We laugh out loud.  
 
RQC: Short summary about Mars: a) there really lived ancient (really ancient) civilizations on 
mars, but were wiped out by Nibiru passage, some millions years ago. 
C: Yes. 
 
RQC: b) the barren and hostile (to life) Mars surface recently (how recently?) became the 
reason for a interplanetary conflict (I suppose that those other planets whose inhabitants 
clashed, were from other extra-solar systems). They managed to build a lot of structures and put 
a lot of machinery there, maybe along several centuries of tense cohabitation, but at a certain 
point the conflict reached a flashpoint and they just decided to start a nuclear war or something 
similar, leaving behind on the barren soil of mars their scattered remnants, also made 
radioactive. 
C: Pieces of what you say are accurate others not as we have explained above. 
 



RQC: It is uncertain if there were survivors, and where they went. Surely enough, they never 
came again on Mars, because now mars is just scorched and utterly unusable as "land" 
C: The survivors long ago departed. The planet is visited regularly, even by missions from 
the civilizations who engaged in the now ancient conflict for control.  
 
RQC: Some considerations: 
a) also extraterrestrials are stupid and driven by control freaks, like us terrestrial [beings] 
C: No, not even close to being true. We speak of interstellar travel capable. 
  
RQC:  indeed nuclear war extermination is a concrete possibility: we should be REALLY grateful 
to our GAGs, for having decided to protect us from ourselves. 
C: You all are grateful, and express this gratitude in dreams. 
 
RQC: I would like to ask to some representatives of those two (or more) civilizations what 
lessons they have learned from this tragedy, if any, and what the current situation is. Because... 
C: We answer on their behalf. It was not a tragedy and the lessons learned were, fighting 
serves other purposes than apparent victory as seen when the fight develops then starts.  
 
RQC: Could it be possible that we are just surrounded by interplanetary wars?  
C: No.  
 
RQC: I remember that our Committee said that such conflicts are extremely rare in the 
universe (!). How lucky are we! Just a very special race created by chance and goodwill, living on 
the only planet in our galaxy having free will, on a star system that we just learned is extremely 
rare as it is configured... and now just add one of these super-super rare interplanetary conflict 
in our backyard... How rare is our rarity?  
C: Most rare.  
 


